
Spanish Tapas Restaurant Now Open in Downtown Mountain View!


Mountain View, Calif. (March 13, 2023)



Highly anticipated Spanish restaurant and cocktail bar Vida Tapas Y Cocteles is now open in Mountain View! The all 
new restaurant serves a Catalan-inspired menu with a wide selection of tapas, paella and handcrafted cocktails. 
Boasting a stunning interior designed by Oswaldo Mesia with hand painted murals by Daniela Chiloiro, Vida’s bar and 
dining areas are sure to impress. Owner Gianni Chiloiro shares “We put an immense attention to detail into every 

inch of this place...from the fixtures, to the art, to the woodworking - we wanted to create something truly unique 
that made our guests feel special every time they stepped foot inside of our restaurant”.



The same level of detail was also paid to Vida’s food and cocktail menus. The exquisite food menu was meticulously 

crafted by Spanish chef Jorge Serrano. Jorge is a Spanish native who has worked in many famous restaurants across 
Southern Europe. Passionate about providing an authentic Spanish dining experience away from home, Chef Serrano 
created a no-compromises menu for Vida, where he retained authentic Spanish recipes and flavors throughout.



Some of the food highlights include a seafood paella de mariscos, homemade basque cheesecake, and a melt-in-

your-mouth pulpo gallego. The restaurant also features traditional Spanish tapas such as pan y tomate, patatas 
bravas and jamón Ibérico. Top to bottom, Vida’s food menu is sure to impress and cater to any palette, with a wide 
selection of dishes that includes several vegan, vegetarian, and gluten-free options.



The drinks menu was created by head mixologist Osiel Pedrosa. When creating drinks for Vida, Pedrosa put it on 
himself to create an eccentric cocktail list that featured unique flavors and a beautiful presentation. “Considering 
Vida’s eye-dropping interior and beautifully presented dishes, it was only right to create a cocktail list that lived up to 
that billing, so I set off on a mission to create a truly unique cocktail experience...my goal is to make drinks a focal 
point of dining at our restaurant” he added.



Pedrosa’s vision shines through on cocktails such as the Goyitos Mezcal and Bourbon Corvo, which combine 
beautiful presentation with an intense mix of sweet and bitter flavors.



Another focus for the restaurant has been on private dining. Co-owner Angelo Sannino mentioned how “Downtown 
Mountain View has been missing a trendy private event space for a long time. With Vida, we tried to combine a 
beautiful interiors with delicious food and cocktails, creating the perfect formula for show-stopping private events”.



Vida is currently open for lunch and dinner Tuesday through Sunday. The restaurant will be adding a happy hour and 

late-night music calendar in the coming months, further pushing its status as the premiere cocktail bar and lounge in 
the downtown Mountain View area. Vida’s full menu can be found at www.vidatapasmv.com/menu and reservations 
can be made at www.opentable.com/r/vida-mountain-view.



You can follow Vida on social media at @vidatapas on Facebook, Instagram, TikTok and YouTube.
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